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Congratulations! You have now access to one of the most advanced Off-Page SEO Tools! Don’t waste any
time and get started right away.

We show you how to work with the tools most efficient and give you some valuable insights about what
you can achieve.
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FFrree Tee Trial Guide: Qrial Guide: Quick Backlinks Tuick Backlinks Tool (ool (QBL)QBL)

The Quick Backlinks Tool gives you a fast overview of the backlink profile of a page or domain and helps
you make fast decisions, thus saving you a lot of time in your SEO work.

What yWhat you cou can do:an do:

• Check backlinks to domains or individual pages
• Analyze thousands of links in seconds
• Filter by the most important SEO metrics
• Get a quick overview of any backlink profile

And therAnd there'e's mors moree…

• Export backlink data quick
• Understand keywords and anchor texts distribution
• Analyze link ratios like Follow vs. NoFollow, Link types, Countries and more
• Save time – decide quickly

The QBL provides you with a quick overview of all top backlinks for each domain. You can check your links
with all related basic SEO metrics and charts within a few seconds. With this tool, you can quickly and
easily decide, whether an in-depth analysis is necessary.
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QBL shows you instantly a first impression of the domain. At first sight, you get results for our famous SEO
Metrics like LRT Power*Trust.

You can find out a lot about your backlinks. For example, the ratio of Follow to NoFollow Links by simply
clicking on the according tab. You can also explore what kind of links you have if they are text, image, etc.

The Anchor Text Cloud shows you the weight of certain anchor text phrases. You can sort them by LRT
Power*Trust, Power, Trust or Count. If you click on one of the phrases, the detail link table below will show
you all information about the anchor text in great detail.

By the way, you can do this with every metric shown in the diagram. The link detail table will automatically
be sorted by that.

Further down in the report you find the link detail table.

Moreover, on the side of each found link in the detail table, a drop-down appears next to the link for more
context actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, quick details such as LRT Power*Trust, LVT,
Number of Backlinks, DomPop will be displayed on the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain of
the relevant link.

You have the option to use our multilevel filter directly in the link detail table.

Example: You solely want the “.com” or “.co.uk” links to display in the chart? Enter “.com” in the search box.
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Then, click on the filter funnel next to the search box and enter “.co.uk” in the search box.

If you click on “AND”, you can select either “AND“ or “OR“, then select “OR“.

After the entry, you get a list including all links, which end with either “.com” or “.co.uk”. You can combine
the multilevel filter as you please. Do you only want to include links that start with, end with or equal a
special link text?
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After entering the filter (here: starts with “auto insurance”) you receive another list:

Depending on the selected metric you can continue to filter or reject your results as you please. Moreover,
you have the option to filter by link type or simply by link status:

To get a great hands-on example for that tool, just read our Case Study about the Halifax Bank. It shows
you in great detail on a specific topic, how you can work with the Quick Backlinks Tool (QBL).
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FFrree Tee Trial Guide: Qrial Guide: Quick Domain Comparuick Domain Compare (e (QDC)QDC)

The Quick Domain Compare Tool (QDC) gives a rapid summary of up to 5 domains that you have entered. In
just a few seconds you get a significant result with which helps you deciding which domains need further
analysis.

You can even use the Dashboard Tools from QDC to start new reports. It is also outstandingly suited for
rough domain purchase decisions.

What yWhat you cou can do:an do:

• Compare your domain with your competitors
• Compare important SEO metrics side-by-side
• Save time – Make quick decisions
• Run deeper analysis with one click

And therAnd there'e's mors moree…

• Answer client inquiries lighting fast
• Impress your peers
• Understand where to dive deeper
• Kick off dozens of other reports with one click
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QDC shows you a quick summary of the quality of up to 5 domains with a predefined metric set. The
predefined values are:

• LRT Power*Trust™
• LRT Power™
• LRT Trust™
• Impactana Buzz
• Impactana Impact
• Link Velocity
• Alexa traffic rank
• Domain theme
• Hosting country
• Number of ranking keywords
• Domain popularity
• IP popularity
• ClassC popularity
• backlinks to Domain
• .edu backlinks
• .gov backlinks
• Facebook Shares, Likes, Comments and Votes
• Facebook Likes
• Facebook Comments
• Google +1

The overall winner, i.e. the domain with the most "Wins", the one with the highest number of best domain
values in all categories, will be highlighted in green.

The QDC tool is the perfect starting point to quickly start several different reports for an analysis of your
competitors. In the bar at the bottom, you see icons for different tools and the "All domains" button. By
clicking on the icon, you can start a report for the particular domain. Bulk URL Analyzer (Juice Tool), CLA,
CLV, CDTOX, and LORT are feasible, but not all the tools are activated in the free trial.
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Moreover, on the side of each domain in the bottom of bar there is a drop-down next to each domain where
you can choose more context actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, you can visit the homepage
of the domain, start a DTOX, QBL, BLP, SSPT, and LJR report. Only DTOX and QBL are included in your free
trial.

You want to know more and see some great examples how to work with the tool on a specific website?

Please, check out our Case Studies about Competitive Domain Analysis with LRT.
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FFrree Tee Trial Guide: Competitive Landscape Analyzrial Guide: Competitive Landscape Analyzer (er (CLA)CLA)

The Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) helps you compare your link profile against the link profiles of
your competitors.

Your competitors are all sites ranking above you, not just the companies you know.

By understanding the strengths and weaknesses of your website vs. your competition’s website, you can
identify SEO opportunities that others don’t see.

1. Here you get a primary overview of the entered domains.
2. Classify your keywords
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YYou need tou need to classify at least 80% of your Ko classify at least 80% of your Keyworeywordsds

Before you start further analyzing your report, you have to classify at least 80 % of your Keywords. This is to
enable four rules (SUSP28, SUSP29, SUSP30, SUSP31) and to receive a correct calculated report.

We need to know if a Keyword is:

- Money Keyword

- Brand Keyword

- Compound Keyword or

- Other Keyword.

To make it easy and fast as possible for you to classify your keywords, you can filter by Anchor Text or
Domains.

Please reprocess the report afterward. This costs no additional credits.

More about this in the lesson "Keyword classification".

1. You can switch between the tabs. Each tab shows you a different metric.
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2. The histogram compares backlinks of your website and the backlinks of your competitors with
each other depending on the selected metric.

3. Here you can view the relative numbers of your page and the pages of the competitors. You
have the option to switch between “relative numbers” and “absolute numbers”. This can be
very helpful if you want to know the exact number of backlinks of your competitor in
comparison to your backlinks.

The orange bar marks your page. The competitors are divided into:

• Average of all competitors (Total Average)
• Average of the top 5 competitors (Top 5 Average)
• Average of the top 3 competitors (Top 3 Average)

Please note that the subdivision of competitors in groups depends on the number of entered URLs. For
example, if you want to compare only two URLs with each other, then this grouping is not carried out.

In the above example, you can see that 5% of backlinks of the page “www.21st.com” have a Power*Trust
value of 2, whereas the average of all competitors only has 14% backlinks with an LRT Power*Trust™ value
of 2. This is a clear indication that “www.21st.com” does not need more backlinks with Power*Trust 2. The
backlink profile of “www.21st.com” should be adjusted to the average of all competitors.

Using the CLA, you can not only compare the values of your backlinks with each other, but you may also
find keywords with which you need to catch up. Thus, you have to categorize your keywords beforehand.
We recommend categorizing at least 80% of keywords to make a reasonable statement. Then select the tab
‘Keywords’ in the histogram.
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In this example, you can see that the page “www.allstate.com” has too many brand links and fewer
compound links in comparison to the competition. The “www.allstate.com” page should build links with
more money and compound keywords. Moreover, the deep link ratio may provide you with important
information on link building. With the deep link ratio, you can find out if your backlinks, or the ratio of your
backlinks, is more suitable for start- or sub-pages. Based on the assessment, you can evaluate whether you
should build more links to the start page or sub-pages for your niche.

In our example, the “www.21st.com” should build more links to the sub-pages, since it has many more links
to the start page and much less deep link than its competitors.
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Further down in the report, you can find the link detail table again. The link detail table contains all of your
backlinks and the backlinks of your competitors. You can even filter the results as you wish.

In the Free Trail only the Sample Mode is available. In paid Plans you have access to the Full Analysis Mode,
with many more Metrics. With the Sample Mode you can answer the following questions for your link
building:

1. Do you need more follow links or NoFollow links? For this information, select the tab “Link
Status“.

2. How strong are the backlinks of your competitors? How many strong backlinks do you need to
keep up with your competitors? To answer these questions, select the tab “Power*Trust”.

3. For which keywords should you build more links? More/ fewer money keywords? More/ fewer
brand keywords? You get the answer under the tab “Keywords”.

4. In which country does your competition have the most backlinks? You can tell from the tab
“CNTRY“.

5. Do you need to build more links to the homepage or the sub-pages? To find out, simply switch
to the tab “Deep link ratio“.

6. How many domain backlinks do your competitors have? Compare the number of domain
backlinks under the tab “Domain backlinks“.

7. What is the domain popularity of domains of your competitors compared to your domain
popularity? Check under “Domain Popularity“.
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If the included metric in the Sample Mode is not sufficient and you want to deepen the analysis, you can
select other metrics using the Full analysis. With the detail mode, you can select up to 15 metrics,
depending on your package.

It is useful to adjust your profile to the link profile of your top SEO competition. You can also consult the
following metrics for your link building:

• Link locLink locationation: Where did your competitors set the links (in the paragraph, footer, content, sidebar,
header, and the like)?

• Link typeLink type: What type of links has your competitors increasingly built (text, image, Redirects, and the
like)?

• TType of the domainype of the domain: Which theme have the backlinks of your competition? Where do you have to
catch up? Should you create only content relevant backlinks?

• SitSite Te Typeype: On which pages did your competition build links (forums, blogs, Wiki, General, and so
on)? Where is a need to catch up? On which pages should you not build more links?

• Social SignalsSocial Signals: Which social network does your competition use?

You can, of course, add further metrics as a default for your link building. Select from our metrics the ones
that are the most interesting to you.

Here you find some real life examples how to work with the Competitive Landscape Analyzer:

• How to do Link Building with Impactana and LinkResearchTools
• How to Analyze SEO Metrics and Outrank Your Competitors
• How to protect your website from negative SEO
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FFrree Tee Trial Guide: Link Detrial Guide: Link Detoox (Dx (DTTOOX)X)

With Link Detox, you can find the bad links that harm your site, create a disavow file automatically, and
earn your rankings back.

Link Detox ((DTOX) analyzes all links of your website and classifies them automatically with the help of the
DTOXRISK® score. The analysis is based on a variety of SEO metrics, certain problematic contexts, and our
self-learning data-driven Link Detox Genesis algorithm. Link Detox will offer you a recommendation for all
your potentially harmful links. Furthermore, the Link Detox Risk (DTOXRISK®) metric helps you with your
Link Risk Management and provides for safe search engine optimization.

Before you start analyzing your DTOX report, you have to classify at least 80 % of your keywords. This is to
enable four rules (SUSP28, SUSP29, SUSP30, SUSP31) in the Link Detox tool and to receive a correct
calculated Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK™).

This stThis step is rep is requirequired ted to go geet a ct a corrorrect Domain Dect Domain DTTOOXRISKXRISK.

For the right DTOXRISK we need to know, if a Keyword is:

- Money Keyword

- Brand Keyword

- Compound Keyword or

- Other Keyword.

To make it easy and fast as possible for you to classify your keywords, you can filter by Anchor Text or
Domains.

Here you find more information about Keyword classification.

After classifying the keywords, it is time to reprocess the DTOX rules. By clicking on "Reprocess DTOX Rules"
all rules and the DTOXRISK® will be recalculated. The process does not cost any credits.
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At first sight, a graph shows you the Link Detox Risk for the selected domain.

With that in mind, you can take a closer look in analyzing the domain and its risky links.

The pie chart shows you the absolute numbers of your anchor texts. Next to it on the right side, you can see
the absolute and relative number of the most frequent anchor texts your backlinks have.
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If you click on one of these, the link detail table will automatically be filtered for this anchor text. You have
a new option now to find out which anchor text have the highest DTOXRISK® by checking the keyword
cloud “anchor text by DTOXRISK®.

If you see a red anchor text, this means that you should check these links in more detail. Green means that
there is not a high risk. The bigger the anchor text in the cloud is the more backlinks of this anchor text
exist. With a click on an anchor text, the data table gets filtered for this specific keyword. Please be aware of
the keywords which might harm you.

You can choose between anchor texts:

• by count
• by Power*Trust
• DTOXRISK®
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This chart shows you the DTOXRISK® Breakdown. You can also see the absolute and relative numbers of
each DTOXRISK® Level in your backlinks. If you click on one of these, the link detail table will automatically
be filtered. For example, if you click on "Low", the link detail table will show you all your links with a low
DTOXRISK. At the top, you can export all DTOXRISK® values to a .CSV or .XLSX file. In this download, you will
receive all numbers including the ones which are not shown in the chart.

If you process a Link Detox report for a domain, we calculate the DTOXRISK® score for every link. From this
calculation and weighting of various rules for the links, their domains, and their neighborhood we derive
additional technical criteria. Most of these technical criteria are shown in the application for each link.

The higher the DTOXRISK® score is, the more of our automated rules trigger and signal a potential risk of
that specific link for your overall link profile. Our opinion and estimation based on this calculation is, that
links with high DTOXRISK® score pose a higher risk for your Google rankings than those with lower
DTOXRISK® score.

To find a full explanation of the rule definitions, go to: http://www.linkdetox.com/faq/

See which Link Detox rules have been applied to your backlink profile. If you click on one of these, the link
detail table will automatically be filtered. For example, if you click on "SUSP1", the link detail table will
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show you all your links that have the rule SUSP1. At the top, you can export all Detox Rules Breakdown
values to a .CSV or .XLSX file. In this download, you will receive all numbers including the ones which don’t
show up in the chart.

In this report summary, you can see the distribution of DTOXRISK® in the link profile. The list of the found
links and how many links expressed in percent and total numbers have a high, average and low DTOXRISK®.
You can also see how many backlinks are reported as ignored or as disavowed. Click on “Show me the
links,“ so that the link detail table filters these links for you right away.

Filter slices are predefined filters that allow you with just one click to filter the link detail table. With this
filters, you can quickly filter your report. We have the following predefined filter slices for you:

• without ignored & disavowed links (requires a disavow file)
• only ignored & disavowed links (requires a disavow file)
• without No-Follow links
• Unverified links only
• Verified links only
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If you click one of these slices, your link detail table will automatically be filtered depending on the filter
slice options and settings. The Domain DTOXRISK® will change depending on the filter slice that you
activate. You can create your own filter slice if you filter the link detail table by your desired metrics and
setting and save the filter.

Have you already, dozens of time, tried to contact webmasters asking them to remove bad links, but you
didn’t manage to reach them? Thanks to the Google Disavow Links tool you can easily “disavow” (“ignore”)
any links that are harmful to your website using your Google Search Console account. Nevertheless, we
recommend using the integrated contact functions to remove the links entirely from the Internet by
contacting the webmaster, so that these links do no longer show up in other search engines.

Link Detox uses well-known spam link rules and a self-learning algorithm to identify bad links, but those
are automatically categorized and can, in some cases, make a wrong diagnosis. Therefore, you should
make sure that you test all the links again that you want to be ignored by Google to avoid negative
consequences on your rankings.

Filter in the link detail table the backlinks that you wish to disavow. Then use the "select all URLs" function.
Afterward you can bulk disavow the pages/ domains in one step and then go to the next page. We always
recommend to double check and/ or manually review all links you'd like to disavow, because if you ignore
good links, it might hurt your sites rankings.
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Another option is to use the bulk actions. In the bulk action you can choose now if you want to disavow,
undisavow, rate, add or remove tags for all filtered URLs in the table. This way you can disavow a lot of links
fast.

To create a Google Disavow file, you need to use the “Export Filtered Data as Google Disavow Links”-
function. The data will be downloaded in a correct format and can directly be uploaded into the Google
Search Console. The format is designed for the Google Disavow tool, but some text editors cannot display
them correctly. Do not open the file in Notepad, use WordPad to correct layout.

Do you want some real live examples of what you can do with Link Detox (DTOX)? Just read our case studies
and experience the full power of Link Detox (DTOX):

• Google Penalty and Negative SEO Attack WOW Recovery
• Finding Link Opportunities and Evaluating Them
• Link Detox available for pages and sub-folders
• 3 Day Link Audit: 187% visibility increase
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